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1) THINKING WIDER-DEEPER-LONGER 
 

 

As a schoolkid in Leeds I had to get the early morning bus, but the buses were often bunched up, so 

after a 40 minute wait, three or four arrived at the same time, some too full to get on and others 

with empty seats zooming past. 15 years later the public service was deregulated and privatized, and 

then we had different problems, where buses on the same busy route compete for passengers, 

overtaking and weaving in and out, and arguing over the myriad different ticket deals.  And now... 

what future for mass-transit buses, against taxi apps and mobility platforms?  And if the new 

systems seem to divide and fragment communities, as seems likely, could there be wiser ways to 

organize this? 

The ‘Low-Carb City’ is one of many reasons why this book is here.  If you run around (as I have done) 

on the Low-Carb agenda, you find this isn’t just about carbon, more like everything that goes on in 

cities and city systems.  And like the ‘war on drugs’ or ‘war on poverty’, if you declare a ‘war on 

carbon’, it’s not like a military campaign with good guys and bad – technology, politics, business, 

communities, cultures and ethics are all mixed up. Beyond that there’s a jungle of inter-connected 

problems, perceptions and aspirations, power games, extortions and conspiracies, misinformation 

and paranoia, echo chambers and halls of mirrors.  There are libraries of policy reports and scientific 

papers, but it seems that reality doesn’t easily fit, it’s more about human dilemmas, ‘wicked’ 

problems, ‘unbounded’ or ‘messy’ problems.1,2   

Drawing maps or ‘mappings’ is a very good way into these uncharted territories, and mapping is at 

the heart of this book. We use mappings firstly to explore and understand the problems 

(‘syndromes’). Then we use mappings to design (or ‘rewire’) the solutions (‘synergies’).  This is the 

art and science of Synergistics, and mapping is the foremost item in its Toolkit.  

So here in Chapter 3 is a brief outline of Synergistics and its Toolkit, as used within this book.  Each of 

the following Chapters 4-8 is a demonstration with examples in Cities, Economies, Ecologies, 

Technologies, and Politics.   For more on the applications of Synergistics, see the ‘Insights’ of Chapter 

9.  For the use of the Toolkit ‘out there’, go to the USER-PATHWAYS in Chapter 10.  For a glossary of 

keywords see the Annex section 1, and the templates for practical use are in section 2.  For more on 

the theory, see the links to papers on the website, and there’s also an online Practical Guide.  

 

Synergistics and the Open-Mind-III  
Synergistics is the art and science of synergies, literally meaning ‘working together’. As in the FAQs in 

Chapter 1, there are positive synergies of learning or thinking or collaborating. There are also 

                                                             
1 Rittel & Webber, 1973: Ackoff, 1974: Mitroff & Mason, 1981: Ravetz, 1971.  
2 Horn, 2015: EU Working Party 
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negative synergies (here called ‘syndromes’), such as conflict, oppression, exploitation or paranoia, 

to name a few.  To understand the syndromes and work towards the synergies – this is the task of 

Synergistics, in theory and practice.  For instance, the Low-Carb City has many syndromes / synergies 

with social, technical, economic and cultural issues.  Urban poverty has syndromes / synergies with 

housing, employment, welfare, education and so on.  To solve such problems, someone, 

somewhere, somehow, should be putting all this together??  Actually, few if any organizations or 

professions or researchers are equipped to put it together. So, it’s over to the readers of this book...   

But first here’s a ‘summary of the summary’ from the FAQs in Chapter 1.  Synergistics looks at 

complex inter-connected problems, beyond the normal boxes and silos, using three dimensions:  

- Wider, with synergies of actors and factors, (people or organizations or institutions).  

- Deeper, with synergies between different domains and value systems (social, technical, 

economic, political etc).  

- Longer, with synergies emerging or with potential to emerge. 

 

This longer dimension is the key to real progress in turning ‘syndromes’ into ‘synergies’:  

- Mode-I, (‘1.0’), mechanical change and ‘clever’ systems: ‘city as machine’ 

- Mode-II, (‘2.0’), biological evolution and ‘smart’ systems: ‘city as jungle’ 

- Mode-III, (‘3.0’), human co-evolution and ‘wise’ systems: ‘city as sociopolis’.  

To explore and realize these Mode-III systems, we use a Synergistic Cycle of thinking in 4-stages:  

- Syndrome mapping / co-learning: the baseline syndromes and issues on the table:  

- Scenario mapping / co-knowledge: the dynamics of change and alternative futures:  

- Synergy mapping / co-creation: design of opportunities, innovations, transformations:  

- Strategy mapping / co-production: design of pathways, road-maps, policies, projects:  

 

The Mode-III ‘wise’ ideas combine into a bigger picture of a ‘Sociopolis-III’, a societal future.  This 

comes from the question of ‘what if’ we could organize society around ‘wise’ systems based on 

collective intelligence?  (‘Society’ in this case means the structures of human interaction, framed in 

this book as ‘Cities, Economies, Ecologies, Technologies and Politics’). 

To move from ‘problem’ syndromes (generally in Mode-I or II) to ‘solution’ synergies (generally in 

Mode-III), we design ‘synergistic pathways from smart to wise’. These are flexible and creative 

combinations of co-learning, co-creation and co-production.  We design these with Pathway 

Mappings, i.e. structured visual representations, to help link between present problems and future 

opportunities.  This book presents 40 Pathway Mappings in text and visual form.  For each there’s a 

full page visual format, with syndromes (problems) on the left, and synergies (opportunities) on the 

right.  Each one is titled in BOLD-ITALICS-SMALL-CAPS. 

The Synergistic Toolkit is like a box of methods and tools and practices, to help with Synergistic 

thinking.  Some basic guidance follows below, and there are further signposts in the USER-PATHWAYS 

in Chapter 10. This toolkit is arranged by eight questions. The first four are more about the context:  

 Who are the users and communities? (Knowledge, debate or action) 

 Why are they involved? (Visions, agendas, practical needs).  
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 “Whither” are the underlying concepts? (the ‘wider-deeper-longer’ framework).   

 Which are the key themes and main focus? (Social, technical, economic etc).  

 

The next four questions are more about how the toolkit works: 

 What kind of applications are most useful? (evaluation, foresight, etc). 

 How to use the various tools? (network mapping, visual thinking, matrix analysis). 

 Where are the best spaces and places? (labs, forums, agoras, round tables, etc). 

 When to do what in the process? (in a cycle of thinking, from mapping to design).  

Following up this question of process, we provide a ‘Synergistic Cycle’, explained in the next section.   

This Cycle has a summary template for practical use (see the Annex part 2), together with summary 

templates for the ‘mapping’ at the beginning, and the ‘design’ at the end.  

Overall, Synergistics doesn’t claim to be a ‘theory of everything’, or to forecast the future. It’s more 

an umbrella for other theories or models.  It’s more like a ‘heuristic’ – probably more useful than not 

– based on practical experience, insight, skill, judgment, and as far as possible, wisdom.  The 

Synergistic Toolkit isn’t fixed in stone, it’s for users to adapt and improvise for all kinds of problems, 

and hopefully send feedback for improvement.  

 

Background  

These ideas build on a wide range of thinking (a first draft bibliography had over 1000 citations). So 

here’s a very brief roundup with some pointers to sources.  One of the foundations is systems 

thinking, as applied to sustainability and ‘adaptive systems’.3  This leads to the notion of ‘complex 

adaptive systems’:4  and then to social intelligence, social learning, Mode 2 learning, and ‘second-

order cybernetics’.5  There are many directions and different ways of putting together complex and 

holistic systems: including for instance, Actor-Network Theory,6 Integral Theory,7 Cultural Theory,8 

and the Relational Models.9  

For ‘relational thinking’ there are many strands from recent years: the ‘relational turn’ in human 

geography:10 ‘relational economic geography’ in firms, sectors or territories:11 ‘relational sociology’ 

models of society:12  ‘relational governance’ and complex institutions:13 or ‘relational planning’ for 

complex societies.14   

                                                             
3 Meadows et al 1992: Clayton and Radcliffe, 1996: Beer xxx 
4 Folke et al, 2006: Waltner-Toews et al, 2009 
5 Mulgan, 2014: Argyris and Schon xxx: von Foerster 2003 
6 Latour 
7 Wilbers 
8 Wildavsky & Douglas 
9 Fiske 
10 Darling, 2009: Jones, 2009: Murdoch, 2006 
11 Bathelt and Gluckler, 2003: Sunley, 2008 
12

 Donati, 2010: Emirbayer, 1997 
13 Ferguson, 2005: Grandori, 2006 
14 Healey 2007 
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Likewise there are many strands of ‘emergent thinking’.  The transitions of ‘socio-ecological’ or 

‘socio-technical’ systems:15 the co-evolutionary approach to institutions:16 innovation studies and 

the foresight approach.17 ‘Post-normal science’ focuses on uncertainty, controversy, and the 

interface of knowledge and human values.18  Parallel strands explore ‘problematic knowledge’,19 or 

‘critical realism’.20  Such ideas also shift away from mainstream reductive science, towards creativity, 

improvisation, psychotherapy, consensus / mediation and organization learning.21  

Putting these together, a wide array of Mode-III or ‘3.0’ concepts and mental models are beginning 

to emerge. There is a capitalism 3.0,22 science 3.0,23 architecture 3.0,24 and a City 3.0.25 This is not to 

say that the ‘3.0’ model is a proven theory with the answer to all our problems – or a revolutionary 

idea to change the world overnight – it’s more like a pattern recognition and sense-making of what’s 

already happening, or with potential to happen, all around us.26   

Many seeds of such thinking can be found in different approaches to managing and sense-making of 

complexity, such as ‘soft systems methodology’:27 causal layer analysis:28  critical systems 

heuristics:29 discourse coalition analysis:30 scenario planning:31 or ‘social mess’ mapping.32  

 Behind this is a wider front on the philosophy and science of synergistics. While most scientific 

activity tends to zoom towards detail and proof of fundamentals, the synergistic approach takes a 

holistic system view. It looks for the fundamentals of complex systems which link technical and other 

domains, and with different paradigms of change, from linear to evolutionary to co-evolutionary. It 

looks not only for the ‘simple complexity’ of automata, but the ‘cognitive complexity’ of humans and 

the societal future. One of many questions arising is a next-generation form of science and 

knowledge management and creative-cognitive actions, for challenges such as climate change: see 

SCIENCE-III and SOCIAL-MIND-III in Chapters 8 and 9.33 

  

                                                             
15 Geels, 2004 
16 Corning, xxx 
17 Loveridge, 2009 
18 Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1994 
19 Leach et al, 2010 
20 Bhaskar, 1976 
21 Scharmer, 2007: Kahane, 2012: Nachmanovitch, 2007: Ravetz, 2011 
22

 Barnes xxx 
23 Miedema xxx 
24 Moser xxx 
25 Cohen, 2012 
26 We keep the term ‘3.0’, but prefer to use ‘Mode-III’.  It seems that ‘3.0’ suggests a software operating 
system, easily outdated, for instance by Manufacturing 4.0 or Barcelona 5.0.  
27 Checkland & Scholes 
28 Inayatullah 
29 Churchman xxx 
30 Hajer xxx 
31

 Ringland 
32 Horn  
33 Ravetz and Ravetz 2016 
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FIGURE 3-1: SYNERGISTICS-OVERVIEW 
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2) THE SYNERGISTIC CYCLE 
 

Writing here in Manchester, our Low-Carb City is struggling. The building stock is crumbling, private 

utilities don’t cooperate, new technology lies idle, finance is lacking, subsidies are uncertain, builders 

lack the skills, local government is cut to the bone, and global climate change seems huge and 

distant from the here and now. One-off solutions can’t respond to such inter-connected problems. 

Also there are ‘elephants in the room’ not for discussion... for some the overthrow of capitalism: for 

others, the carbon footprint of long-haul holidays. The pieces of the jigsaw don’t seem to fit, and 

maybe they’re from different jigsaws, as in SYNERGISTICS-OVERVIEW-(A). Such problems aren’t new, 

and have been framed at various points as ‘wicked, messy, post-truth, post-normal, or grand societal 

challenges’.   

Now even in the darkest jungle or the most chaotic cities, there are ways of drawing maps, however 

sketchy and patchy, maps of places or projects or people... This book is about these sketchy and 

patchy mappings, suitable for the most wicked, messy or post-truth challenges.  

There’s a process to this mapping, as in the ‘When’ part of the Synergistic Toolkit. So this section  is a 

guide to the process as developed here, the Synergistic Cycle, with four stages and 12 steps.  The 

Synergistic Cycle provides a basic structure, flexible and adaptable for any kind of problem, and the 

following chapters 4-8 show it in use with many variations.   

Stage 1: Syndrome Mapping 
This first stage of Syndrome Mapping is mainly about ‘relational thinking’: i.e. ‘what’s the scope of 

our problem, who is involved, how are they connected...’ Often these aren’t simple questions, so it 

needs a creative and open-mind approach.  

Step (a): Scoping  

From experience the best way to start is by visualizing and mapping what’s on the minds of the 

people (this works best in real time discussion with the people).   The flipcharts or whiteboards (the 

larger the better), might look messy, but sooner or later they take shape as ‘relational mappings’.  As 

in SYNDROME-MAPPING-(A), first sketch and scope the agendas / problems / issues, using bubbles, 

arrows, cartoons, leaves, found objects, or whatever works. Then, sketch the ‘actors’ / ‘stake-

holders’ around a table (real or virtual), with their main relations and inter-connections: these might 

be positive / negative, clear / uncertain, safe / risky, powerful / vulnerable, and so on.  

The picture shows typical actors in a typical Low-Carb city issue, and from experience there’s a high 

risk of going around in circles, of power games and closing of options.  Most of our mappings show 

up to 12 places around the table, which isn’t a fixed number but seems a practical limit for good 

discussion.  As the mapping develops, we find some issues are more about the global context, 

finance and investment, or the flows of energy and materials. Other issues are more internal, such as 

skills or infrastructure. It seems that local governance might not be ‘running’ the city, but ‘running to 

keep up’ with the money and power which really run the city.   Somehow we have to get beyond the 

surface appearance of order, into more edgy and critical issues of power, paranoia, dissonance and 

expropriation.  If the discussion isn’t getting heated then it’s probably not working. Overall, one or 

more ‘problems’ will emerge through the relations and worldviews of the actors around the table.  
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Step (b): Looking ‘Wider’  

Working with the actors around the table, we then follow into more detail on the nature of the 

problem and its various syndromes. We could expect syndromes of lack of finance, skills shortages, 

construction sector inertia bordering on corruption, privatized utilities, hollowed out local 

governance. Each can be mapped as relational syndromes, of actors and factors. To explore further 

we follow up different domains, such as ‘social, technical, economic, environmental, political, 

cultural, urban’ (aka ‘STEEPCU’ from the futurist toolkit).34   Customizing these for ‘our’ problem, we 

can draw them as bubbles, boxes, clouds or cycles. A ‘cloud view’ is better for seeing the overlaps 

between domains: e.g. ecological-economics, technology-governance and so on.  A ‘cycle’ view 

shows the ‘activity cycle’ or ‘metabolism’ of generating value in each domain.  For instance the 

economic domain has a cycle of production and circular flow of money, or the environmental 

domain has a cycle of energy and material flow.  Within each domain or sub-system there are hubs 

of activity, centres of economic wealth or ecological keystones, and peripheries of dependency. 

Which layers or domains to include, and how to arrange them?  There’s nothing fixed about this 

STEEPCU, we just select layers to suit the problem.   It seems this Low-Carb City isn’t just about 

carbon,  more about ‘relations’ between actors – builders, suppliers, designers, finance and 

householders, to name a few. Likewise the city is about ‘relations’ between factors – buildings, 

materials, technologies or spaces.  If all these could be measured, a mathematical model of the 

system would be useful, but more often things are too fuzzy or too controversial, and the ‘soft 

systems’, or ‘causal layer’, or synergistic mapping (a combination of these) is the only practical 

way.35 

Step (c): Looking ‘Deeper’  

Now we can put together the domains which are most relevant to the bigger picture, the whole of 

our problem. As in SYNDROME-MAPPING-(C), they could look like circular layers, stacked up inside a 

‘crystal ball’ – like a glass sphere used by jugglers, or the “Large Think-onomic Synergizer” in Chapter 

11.  This is just a fictional image, but it helps to think about the whole system, the inter-connections 

between the domains, and the patterns of recirculation in society and economy.  

For the whole crystal ball, there is also an overall kind of metabolism.  There are hierarchy effects, 

where one domain controls or dominates others: for instance, finance often dominates ecological 

resources.  There is often an extraction of value, as at the top of the picture, and ‘externalization’ or 

dumping of negative impacts, as at the bottom of the picture.  The whole picture could look like 

‘capitalism’, but every system has something similar.  One example is HOUSING-III with different scale 

levels, disagreement on what is the problem, and where surface and structural issues are all mixed 

up.  

So far, here is a summary of the first three steps: (the full 12 step template with examples is in the 

Annex part 2).   

 A) Scoping: explore & define the problem / system /issue / agenda / problematique… 

 B) ‘Wider’: explore how the system works, and the relations of actors in the system,   

 C) ‘Deeper’: map the overall ‘metabolism’ of the system, with inter-connections of domains.  

                                                             
34 Loveridge, 2007 
35 Checkland:  Inayatullah:  
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FIGURE 3-2: SYNDROME MAPPING 
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Stage 2: Change Mapping 
Change mapping centres on ‘divergent’ thinking. This points in different directions, some positive, 

some risky and some just different.  ‘What-if’ questions are the ones to explore.  

 

Step (d): Drivers of change 

Futures thinkers often start with the ‘drivers of change’, including external forces, internal  forces, 

and compound effects from a complex inter-connected system, as in CHANGE-MAPPING-(D). The 

crystal mind-ball on the left is like a prism which refracts the changes onto ‘3 horizons’.36  Horizon 1 

is for shorter term tangible effects: Horizon 2, medium term strategic thinking: and Horizon 3 is 

about wider transformations (this can work alongside the synergistic co-evolution idea).  The drivers 

can also be arranged by ‘causal layers’, of surfaces, structures or archetypes.37 

A typical futures program would generate a list of drivers and arrange them into simple categories, 

of high / low ‘probability’ and ‘impact’. In contrast, a synergistic approach looks towards system-

wide surprises and controversies, as sketched on the right hand side.  We can expect the 

unexpected, in terms of wild cards, changes of view, intentional social change, unplanned natural 

events, change resulting from information on change, and so on.38 

 

Step (e): Dynamics of change 

System change is not always about growth, but more about cycles.  Here we draw on the ideas of 

adaptive renewal or ‘panarchy’, as in ecological systems modelling.39  Sketched in the centre of 

CHANGE-MAPPING-(E) is a typical ‘phase-space’ diagram. There’s a “Y-axis” of system resources in 

quantity (biomass, carbon etc): and an “X-axis” of system complexity and quality.  A typical cycle 

starts with a phase of growth and exploitation, where both quantity and quality increase, heading 

towards a ‘climax’ condition.  Sooner or later there is a ‘crisis’ such as a forest fire or flood. There 

follows a ‘back-loop’ of re-organization, where a different kind of system is reconstructed, and 

eventually this sets up the conditions for a new growth phase.  This concept from ecological thinking 

seems useful for other domains, and it appears in the change-mappings for cities, economies, and 

global development (chapters 4, 5 and 10).    

The crucial transformation is from Mode-II evolutionary change, towards Mode-III co-evolutionary.  

In a biological system, forest fires are part of ‘nature’s way’, integral to long-term ecosystems 

integrity.  But in a human centred system, forest fires cause destruction or death which may be 

unacceptable. So in a more synergistic Mode-III cycle, the growth phase aims to be more responsible 

and strategic: forest fires are managed and contained: the ‘back-loop’ manages the reconstruction 

and hopefully prevents too many rats or gangsters: and the ‘re-organization’ builds on collective 

learning and memory, to avoid making the same mistakes again.  

                                                             
36 Sharpe & Hodgson  
37 Inayatullah 
38 Ravetz & Miles, forthcoming 
39

 Holling, 1986: Gunderson & Holling, 2002.  Kay & Lister, 200xx.  Note: here we have a slight issue in 
terminology: ‘adaptive’ is used by Holling et al for the dynamic cycle of renewal: ‘adaptive’ is used here as a 
non-reflexive (natural science) system quality.  
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For complex multi-layer systems such as cities, this cycle has to be interpreted with care.  It’s more 

likely that different domains – social, technical, economic and so on – may be at different points on 

the dynamic cycle.  There are interesting lessons for practice: urban planning for instance, tends to 

focus just on the growth phase, and often lacks the capacity or mindset to manage the whole cycle 

of crisis and reconstruction.  Also there are multiple effects in any larger system: for instance in post-

industrial Manchester, the city-centre is in a growth phase, while peripheral areas are in 

reconstruction, and local governance is in a slow crisis of finance and mandate.40   

 

Step (f): Scenarios for change 

Here are the drivers of change again, but this time with the focus on uncertainties, as in the lower 

part of CHANGE-MAPPING-(F).  The uncertainties of the drivers lead to many more uncertainties on 

their impacts and implications. To make sense of this we cluster both drivers and impacts into 

alternative ‘scenarios’.  Scenarios are not forecasts, more like a series of ‘what-if’ questions, 

structured in a way that’s useful for following up into knowledge or action. The scenario axes here 

are used in the change-mappings in each of the chapters 4-8.  They show a simple range of 

possibilities, from ‘global to local’, and from ‘community to enterprise’. The four corners then 

include, ‘global-community’, ‘global-enterprise’, ‘local-community’, and ‘local-enterprise’. This 

scheme originated with the IPCC ‘SRES’ scenarios, and have been adapted since.  Many other 

combinations are also possible, but these are a good starting point to explore social, technical, 

economic and political futures.41   

Again there is a vital shift, from a linear growth scenario or ‘evolutionary’ innovation-based scenario. 

Here we look towards a ‘co-evolutionary’ kind of scenario, where change is more about co-learning 

and co-creation.  The need for this shift comes from practical experience of futures workshops.42 

Many people have strong aspirations for a Mode-III type of Low-Carb City future (liveability, well-

being and so on), but their expectations are more like Mode-II, and their day jobs lock them into 

Mode-I versions of the future. There are huge gaps between aspiration and reality, which a 

synergistic scenario method can help to bridge.  

In the meantime, here’s a summary of the Change Mapping steps:  

 D) Drivers: explore the forces of change, both external and internal. 

 E) Dynamics: define the most significant dynamic cycle effects. 

 F) Scenarios: explore alternative futures with structured ‘what-if’ questions. 

 

  

                                                             
40

 Ravetz, 2013 (Sustainability paper) 
41 IPCC, 2001: Piorr et al 2011 
42 Ravetz & Miles 2016 
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Figure 3-3: CHANGE MAPPING 
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Stage 3: Synergy Mapping  
With a menu of possible futures on the table, it’s time for ‘emergent’ thinking. This stage is more like 

a crucible or laboratory. It’s a space where new ideas and synergies can emerge.  Questions such as 

‘Why Not?’ come up here.    

SYNERGY-MAPPING shows three steps, each visualized as a crystal ball. First come mechanical ‘clever’ 

systems, then ‘smart’ competitive systems, and thirdly a ‘wise’ system based on collective 

intelligence.  All three need to work in parallel. Our Low-Carb City needs a Mode-I transport system 

for basic supply, Mode-II markets, and Mode-III co-learning and co-creation so that everyone is 

involved and working together. In each of these the aim is to look for synergies or emergent change 

in each paradigm. A Mode-I synergy mapping looks for improved technical efficiency. The Mode-II 

synergy mapping looks for competition, incentives or innovations in the wider transport system of 

supply and demand. And the Mode-III synergy mapping looks at all ‘actors’ in governance, business 

or civil society: all the ‘factors’ such as energy, construction of finance: and all ‘domains’ of social, 

economic, cultural or political. There’s no single way of doing all this, but the ‘wider-deeper-longer’ 

framework helps to structure and connect the different kinds of knowledge.   

In practice there are mismatches and conflicts between Modes-I, II or III.  Many people aspire to 

‘wise’ liveability or sustainability, but in practice are locked into a ‘clever’ organization or ‘smart’ 

kind of business. Rapid co-learning efforts may be needed to realize the wise aspirations, with 

possible conflict with ‘smart’ structures of power: or, ‘clever’ technologies can be powerful and 

disruptive of ‘wise’ social systems.  This is why this book doesn’t provide ‘the answer’ or a 

‘sustainability checklist’... reality isn’t so simple.  

Step (g): Linear & mechanical synergies (Mode-I)  

This step tracks the functional system, as a ‘clever’ kind of machine, as in SYNERGY-MAPPING-(G).   

Here the structure and purpose of the machine stays: the Low-Carb cars and trucks are (hopefully) 

clever at transforming energy into motion, but they won’t evolve into anything different.  The sketch 

here shows the guiding intelligence of designers or entrepreneurs, outside of the system of products 

and supply chains. Likewise, the impacts of congestion or emissions are external to the technology: 

the engine itself doesn’t care about its impacts, although its designers or users might.43  The cartoon 

raises the question – what could possibly go wrong?? The most efficient machine in the world might 

run out of fuel, or spare parts, or just be superseded.  But here the synergy mapping just focuses on 

the technical performance of the machine, firm, project or policy, in terms of inputs and outputs, 

reliability and efficiency.  The classic case is in transport engineering which designs quite logical 

roads to get from A to B in order to save time...  

In practice: this is engineering type design as problem-solving, with techniques to suit the problem 

whether large or small.  

 

                                                             
43 As of 2015 there’s a new angle on ‘intentional design’, with the scandal of the VW ‘defeat’ technology for 
bypassing emissions standards.  
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Step (h): Evolutionary & adaptive (Mode-II)  

This step explores the potential synergies as a ‘smart’ or ‘complex adaptive system’ (SYNERGY-

MAPPING-(H). With a biological image of jungle or wilderness, a complex adaptive system creates 

niches, habitats and a web of symbiotic relations, where species and ecosystems can evolve over 

time. In the human sphere we see markets or innovations driven by competition, accumulation or 

power, driven by a ‘winner-takes-all’ mentality.  The Low-Carb ‘smart’ urban transport might be 

complex and adaptive, with rapid evolution of new markets and products: it could also extract profit 

and informatic power, while dumping the social disruptions or emissions on others. The picture 

shows the ‘intelligence’ which designs and manages such systems, clustered in a few elite pockets, 

with workers and customers as objects on the periphery: the ‘smart’ managers can make huge 

profits by squeezing the workers for higher output and lower pay.  

Mode-II thinking seems well suited to neo-liberalist capitalism, but in practice there are many 

nuances. For instance socio-biology shows how many species communities and ecosystems depend 

on cooperation, symbiosis or altruism.44  In human systems ‘free’ markets need regulation to keep 

them ‘free’, and even the most rapacious firms depend on social norms and reciprocity. So we have 

to be careful about what is the relevant unit of analysis. The ‘Smart’ label is now used for cities and 

infrastructures, and huge progress can be achieved, but it seems that economic disruptions, social 

dependencies and political vulnerabilities are outside the remit of the engineers or entrepreneurs, as 

in SMART-COMMUNITIES-III. So the Mode-II synergy mapping aims to understand the nature of the 

competition, and where conflicts arise, to explore possible synergies to overcome them.  

The transport example now includes for system effects, competition between buses and cars, and 

complex feedbacks between house or job locations, accessibility and markets, and psychology of 

travel and location. But the overall effect in this case is for cities to evolve around ‘automobile 

dependency’ as a socio-technical syndrome.45 

In practice: this step is about design as entrepreneurial innovation, (as with high-end architecture 

and similar), redefining problems to suit the solutions, creating new markets and functionalities.  

 

Step (i): Co-evolutionary & synergistic (Mode-III) 

Beyond the ‘smart’ is the ‘wise’ model of conscious co-evolution, sketched in SYNERGY-MAPPING-(I).  

This is about systems based on human collective intelligence, emerging through co-learning, ‘co-

gnition’, co-creation and co-production – and looking closely it seems these four stages run in 

parallel to the four stages in this Synergistic Cycle.   For synergistic organizations, projects, supply 

chains or markets, the cognitive system structure is more like a human brain than mechanical 

computer.  It will show features of ‘neuro-plasticity’, multiple parallel processing, higher order 

associative-deliberative faculties, and some degree of reflexive consciousness.  This last one 

particularly raises questions on the social mind and the collective intelligence: this is a huge and 

open agenda, with some basic signposts in SOCIAL-MIND-III.   

                                                             
44 Wilson, 1994 
45 Newman and Kenworthy...  
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It seems that collective intelligence isn’t simple to visualize, but we know it when we see it.  In a 

house-party there’s a difference between a room of strangers competing and playing games of 

exclusion:  and a room full of interaction, exchange and creative encounters.  

So, extrapolating from a room to a city size Low-Carb transport system, as in SMART-WISE-SERVICE-III, 

we look for value-loops and constellations. We look for how providers can gain social value from 

responsive operations, where drivers have positive incentives, users provide feedback on needs, 

investors are the community themselves, with social value performance incentives.  Then come the 

technical questions of integration between bus, taxi, mini-bus, car-share, bike-share and virtual 

conference.  Putting this together, we look for a Mode-I synergy for technical efficiency, and then a 

smart Mode-II synergy of market and innovation.  And then to put it in social context, we look for 

integrated kinds of access, management, innovation, ownership and redistribution, all combined in a 

Mode-III ‘wise’ transport system.  The picture shows the system effects at top and bottom of the 

crystal ball. The extraction of profit by outside investors is now turned to ‘re-circulation’ by mutual 

ownership, and external impacts are now ‘internalized’, by compensation or redistribution. 

This co-evolutionary ‘1-2-3’ model also brings new insights on some very topical debates, as in the 

following chapters.  One is the political question of state versus market – which is better for running 

urban transport, as a public service, technical system, or societal infrastructure?  A short answer 

might be, it depends...  but, a more useful and interesting question is – how co-intelligence works in 

each Mode, and how they combine together. This question comes up for instance in HOUSING-III or 

PUBLIC-SERVICE-III, and in the bigger picture of POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III.  In each of these and others 

there are seeds of co-intelligence emerging, if we learn to see them and cultivate them.    

In practice: this step is at the heart of the Synergistic Cycle. See the ‘Toolkit’ section below for 

signposts to suitable methods and tools.  Meanwhile, here’s a summary of the three steps in Synergy 

Mapping:  

 G) Linear / mode-I: map the system qualities which are linear & mono-functional:  

 H) Evolutionary / mode-II: map the qualities which are evolutionary & inter-connected:  

 I) Co-evolutionary / mode-III: map the qualities which are co-evolutionary & synergistic.  
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FIGURE 3-4: SYNERGY MAPPING 
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Stage 4: Pathway Mapping  
 

The cycle now turns to ‘convergent thinking’, where the synergistic potentials and opportunities are 

linked to action.  

 

Step (j): Pathways  

In contrast to a straight road from A to B, a ‘Pathway’ is more like crossing an uncertain landscape or 

jungle, as in PATHWAY-MAPPING-(J).  Many now study ‘Transition Pathways’ in energy and carbon, 

which look beyond technical questions, towards a socio-economic-cultural change and 

transformation.46   But to be really effective, such pathways need to work with darker forces under 

the surface – inequality and alienation, paranoia and post-truth, profiteering and manipulation are 

all crucial, but not often featured in mainstream analysis.  

Each pathway is a kind of opportunity space, or a set of potential cause-effect chains, linking a 

complex present to an uncertain future.  This up shows in the Pathway Mapping template as used in 

the following chapters, also pictured in the next section in SYNERGISTIC-TOOLKIT-(C). On the left we see 

actors around the table struggling with present day ‘syndromes’: on the right, actors with potential 

opportunities and ‘synergies’.  At the lower centre of the template, the Pathways link between the 

syndromes and synergies, and between present and future.   

In this scheme there are two kinds of Pathways.  The first is where each pathway is centred on each 

domain, such as, ‘economic pathway’ or ‘governance pathway’. The second is in cross-cutting 

combinations, such as ‘social-techno-ecosystems’ pathway: these are more interesting, but more 

specific to certain times, places, people and so on. In an age of uncertainty it’s certain for instance, 

that social-tech will be different 10 or 20 years from now.  

The Low-Carb transport system demonstrates.  A single-focus ‘social transport pathway’ looks at the 

potential for social enterprise, networks, circles etc, to encourage car share, lift-share, job flexing, 

bike support systems, community shopping and similar.  A multi-focus ‘socio-techno-eco-finance’ 

transport pathway would combine each of these for a more fully integrated transport system, 

depending on progress in each of these domains.  For the timing, we try to work out which 

opportunities / synergies are in the short, medium or distant future (third horizon), but the 

‘unknowns’ are nearly always bigger than the ‘knowns’.  So the Pathways are more about the 

potential in the third horizon, (could be anything from 5 to 50 years), more than specific times and 

places (those are in the next step). But for guidance we look for milestones (to show how far back or 

forth), stepping-stones (across difficult terrain), signposts (to show implications of choices), or 

indicators (to show current progress).   

For the practical: first, look for the most significant and viable synergies and value-loops. Then look 

for links from present syndromes to the potential synergies: third, look for added-value 

combinations, enablers or catalysts for these links.  

 

                                                             
46 Geels Hodson et al xxxx 
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Step (k): Road mapping  

Road-mapping is one of many forms of strategic planning: it works with more clear objectives and 

targets, better definition of actors and factors, with specific resources and ways to mobilize them. In 

contrast to pathways, road-maps are more about the medium term, from 3 to 20 years, depending.  

There may be uncertainties and risks, but at least (in the jargon) these are more likely to be ‘known 

unknowns’.  

This book doesn’t really get involved with the roadmapping or management steps. These are more 

specific to times, places, people and resources, all of which would come down the line, once a 

pathway is defined for general context and scope.  

For Low-Carb city transport, road-mapping could include more detailed energy / emissions 

technology and modelling, population and economic projections, construction timelines, and policies 

with costs and benefits.  The wider uncertainties don’t come in too much, neither the darker factors 

of corruption or alienation.  But there is an important contribution of synergistic thinking, coming 

from the previous steps.  We can do a Mode-I road-mapping with tangible targets, resources and 

actions: and a Mode-II road-mapping with markets and innovations.  But each of these could go off 

track with the first unforeseen human contingency or wild card (of which there are many at 

present).  In contrast, a Mode-III synergistic road-mapping is more about the human side of learning, 

collaboration, resilience and social-mind intelligence, better suited to complexity and uncertainty.  

Step (l): Management & evaluation 

This last step includes decision-making and management practice, all covered by countless business 

schools and management gurus.   A Mode-I ‘logical framework’ tends to assume that we can ‘pull a 

lever’, that objectives are clear, inputs and outputs are known, and outcomes can be measured.  

Policy-management is then about ‘cybernetic’ monitoring and adjustment: and the feedback loops 

of assessment and evaluation also assume a well-oiled machine. There follows a Mode-II 

evolutionary approach, more about competition and innovation, less about top-down planning.  

In contrast a Mode-III style policy and management is more about co-learning and social-mind 

capacity building, with policy-makers / managers as actors alongside others. Evaluation and 

assessment are more about holistic system effects and opportunity spaces, rather than 

measurement of machines.  

Our Low-Carb City transport will need the usual apparatus of policy objectives, management plans, 

impact assessments and evaluations, accountability for public funds, scrutiny by reviewers and so 

on.  But it will also need new kinds of benchmarks, templates and evaluations, which are more 

suited to the synergistic models for organizations of all kinds. The practical focus is more about the 

inter-connections, such as social equity, carbon footprints, socio-ecological enterprises, and the 

overall ‘learning & thinking’ capacity of the transport system (more in E/VALUATION-III.  In summary, 

the final three steps in Pathway Mapping:  

 J) Pathways: look for synergistic links between present ‘syndromes’ & future ‘synergies’:  

 K) Road-mapping: look for synergistic links between objectives, resources, actions, enablers:  

 L) Management & feedback: rational /relational management methods, with assessment & 

evaluation of outputs and outcomes. 
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FIGURE 3-5: PATHWAY MAPPING 
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3) THE SYNERGISTIC TOOLKIT 
 

 

The last section was about the process, the question of ‘When’ to start or finish the synergistic cycle.  

Now here’s an overview of the other parts of the Toolkit. 

   

Recap - ‘When’ does the cycle start or finish? 

To recap... the Synergistic Cycle, with its 4 stages and around 12 steps, is totally flexible and 

adaptable to almost any kind of problem or application.  It provides a common thread for the 

generation of synergistic knowledge, with applications in Chapter 9 such as FORESIGHT-III (looking to 

the future),  EVALUATION-III (learning from the past), or RESILIENCE-III (anticipating threats). 

So far the Cycle is mainly about the thinking inside this book.  But outside there’s a bigger human 

picture, seen in the upper part of SYNERGISTIC-TOOLKIT-(A), with a typical ‘workshop’ or ‘forum’. We 

see a busy and creative process of dialogue and deliberation, with four stages in one big room (in 

practice each may be in different spaces or times).  The structure is flexible, from a few hours to 

days, weeks or months, depending on time, resources and the people involved.   The basics can be 

sketched on a flipchart in a few minutes around a table.  At the other extreme, a full scale enquiry 

could work in detail on themes and sub-themes in each of 12 steps.  The Cycle can focus on a real-

time workshop with live debate, with up to 12 around one table, or with several tables in one room, 

or more in a structured multi-level programme. 

 

‘Who’ are the users and ‘why’ are they involved? 

At the front of the Toolkit are the questions ‘Who’ and ‘Why’ – who could use this synergistic toolkit, 

and why would they benefit? There are different kinds of users and knowledge systems. Aristotle in 

his ‘Ethics’ discussed the differences of ‘phronesis, episteme and techne’. In modern equivalents, 

phronesis is something like societal wisdom to explore complex issues for deliberation and debate.  

The episteme is more akin to scientific knowledge in the domain of research or education users. And 

the practical angle of techne, is more suited to enterprise, in business or governance or civil society, 

anyone whose main interest is making things happen.  

In practice, as in User-Pathways, these user types and knowledge types are highly inter-connected.  

The Low-Carb-City needs public debate on the scope of the problem and its challenges, technical / 

scientific research and evidence, and action-focused policy or business know-how. There are many 

ways to bring these different knowledges together, and many mistakes to learn from...  

 

‘How’ to use the many possible methods and tools? 

There’s a large portfolio of techniques in systems thinking and strategic management. Synergistics 

brings together Soft Systems Methodology for more fuzzy issues, Viable Systems Model for 

organizational problems, and systems dynamics modelling if the problem parameters are 
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measurable. For the Change Mapping there’s a range of futures and foresight tools, such as horizon 

scanning, Causal Layer Analysis, scenario planning, success scenarios, wild card / weak signal 

analysis, cross-impact or morphological analysis, Delphi rounds and expert elicitation.47 For Synergy 

Mapping there are many kinds of design thinking, ‘sandpits, ‘unconferences’ and other 

brainstorming. For a digital / AI track, a whole new field of possibilities in genetic algorithms, neural 

networks and big data analysis. For the Pathway Mapping stage there are techniques of road-

mapping and strategic planning with complexity and uncertainty.48   

In each of these we look for tools best suited to the ‘wider-deeper-longer’ scope. Such tools include 

for the wider interconnections of actors and factors: for deeper values and worldviews: and for the 

longer horizons of co-evolution.  Experience suggests keeping it simple wherever possible, with a 

combination of mapping templates, matrix templates, and process templates, in more or less detail.  

As to software, many have been tried and new possibilities arrive every day. ‘Futurescaper’ enables 

horizon-scanning and sense-making from large datasets arranged in ‘stories’:  ‘Metro-Quest’ links 

online participation with visualizations and a systems model. The Greater Manchester ‘Mini-Lab’ 

prototype uses the ‘Atlas-TI’ knowledge mapping platform, following an earlier prototype ‘Synergy 

Forum’, a virtual round table for synergy mapping.  Social network analysis holds great promise, but 

the specific links of SNA don’t easily fit with the wider-deeper-longer scope of synergistics. It seems 

so far that technology tends to shortcut or undermine more fuzzy human kinds of thinking and 

argumentation (as in TECHNOLOGIES-III), so for the moment, it seems more effective to use low-tech 

tools in support of the humans. 

 

‘Where’ are the best spaces and places for this? 

As a ‘space activist’ I often move chairs and tables, turning straight rows (suitable for one-way 

hierarchies of knowledge), into circular patterns for creative thinking and interaction.  Civilization 

(the word shares its roots with ‘city’ and ‘civic’) has physical ‘spaces and places’ at its centre, with 

the marketplace, agora, chamber, or forum: essential for an open society, but too easily captured by 

dictators or demagogues.  The same applies to virtual-digital spaces, with new wiki-nomic and open-

source technologies, but even more open to misuse and abuse.49  For both sides there’s a principle 

of ‘round tables’, ‘platforms’, ‘observatories’, or the ‘outlook tower’ in Edinburgh. The point is how 

best to enable the inter-connections of creative strands – social innovation, experimentation, 

prototyping, visioning, evaluation, change management, action learning, design thinking and so on.  

The ‘living lab’ is a now topical label with many variations, one of them the ‘Mind-Lab’, with a front-

line prototype now on test in Manchester.50   The search for spaces and places goes on at many 

levels, from global climate talks, to regional economic forums, to business away-days, to personal 

psychotherapy.  In each case there are physical qualities (a beautiful country house with gardens and 

wine cellars is recommended...). But the real issue is about the social norms and conventions, 

mindsets and expectations, for politeness versus activism, or individual performance versus 

                                                             
47 Ringland ... Georghiou et al 2008: Inayatullah ...  
48 Roadmapping REF  
49 Duval 2010 
50 Konig & Evans 2014: Carstensen & Bason 2012. Mindlab 2015: for the Greater Manchester ‘Mini-Lab’ see 

www.gm2040.com  

http://www.gm2040.com/
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collaborative co-creation.  Spaces, whether physical, virtual, social or knowledge-based, can help or 

hinder in this.  

 

‘What’ kind of knowledge and applications are needed?  

In many walks of life, yesterday’s linear thinking isn’t enough for the inter-connected challenges of 

today and tomorrow. For instance, it’s now accepted that flood resilience needs not only ‘hard’ 

concrete walls, but ‘soft’ social inter-connections, (which can be tricky for engineers in charge).  The 

point is that ‘resilience’ can be framed as a mode-I mechanical problem and solution, as a mode-II 

evolutionary, or mode-III co-evolutionary.  And Resilience-III thinking works in parallel with 

Foresight-III, Evaluation-III and similar, as in the Insights of Chapter 9:  

 Risk and resilience assessment:  not only ‘hard’ but ‘soft’ human factors;  

 Foresight and future-proofing: linking reality with aspirations for real change;  

 Valuation and evaluation: measuring real qualities beyond a mono-functional ‘utility’;  

 Social learning and intelligence: thinking and sense-making for bigger pictures;  

 Policy / enterprise analysis / design:  understanding what’s going on and improving it;  

 Innovation and transition: managing structural change and transformation;   

 Strategy and management: leadership and operations for complex challenges.   

There’s also a long running question on assessment, benchmarking or indexing. Quantification is a 

growth industry for a technocratic society, and we are surrounded with global indexes, on prosperity 

and competitiveness, transparency and justice, human development, or liveability and innovation.  

Just around the corner is a ‘Global Synergistics Index’, with 100 indicators, online dashboard, lavish 

award ceremonies and exotic foreign junkets....    

But actually, life isn’t always so simple.  Measuring individual ‘intelligence’ with psychometric tests 

can be problematic, and collective intelligence is not so much a ‘thing’ as a set of relationships and 

processes, (see INTELLIGENCE-III). And in reality things aren’t simple, where a firm or organization 

might show Mode-I, II, and III qualities side by side (see ORGANIZATION-III).  This question is rather 

crucial for the ‘applications’ such as valuation and evaluation, foresight and transition, resilience and 

similar. For further research and development there’s an outline ‘metric-matrix’ in the Annex, with 

synergistic measurables using the frame of ‘co-learning, co-knowledge, co-creation and co-

production’.  

 

For this book: pathway mapping & visual thinking 

You will notice a ‘visual activist’ with a flip chart, drawing pictures and diagrams, looking beyond the 

technical-rational left-brain, towards other kinds of experience.51  Visual thinking is not the only way, 

for instance video or role-play can be better, but visuals are cheap, quick and fit easily with text.   

As for mapping – even a rough map in a large city can be more useful than a long list of directions.52  

Such mappings aren’t ‘solutions’ or ‘theories’, any more than a map of London is a solution or theory 

                                                             
51 Ravetz, 2011 and 2013 
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of London. A good mapping is more like a visual dialogue with different users: engineers work with 

electrical diagrams, responding to calls for ‘rewiring the economy’.  Sociologists look for networks 

and interactions, economists for cycles of money, ecologists look for flows of materials and energy. 

Designers look for physical archetypes, such as the ‘Pattern Language’, while managers look at 

organization archetypes.53  In each of the full page ‘Pathway Mappings’ in Chapters 4-10, you will see 

multiple views in a general format, as in the lower left of SYNERGISTIC-TOOLKIT-(B).  The upper part of 

the mapping shows pictorial images and conversations, and the lower part shows analytical 

mappings and wiring diagrams.  From left to right, each page then shows the transformation and 

pathway effect, from the ‘syndromes’ of Mode-I&II systems, towards the ‘synergies’ of the Mode-III 

systems. In a small space this isn’t perfect, but should provide something for others to build on.  

In the other corner is a menu of the most common mapping formats, in SYNERGISTIC-TOOLKIT-(C).  

Some people seem surprised to find there isn’t a simple ‘answer’ for complex global societal 

challenges...  well if not, each of these formats is useful for some kinds of problems in some stages of 

the process. At the bottom is a translucent ‘crystal sphere’, a nice image for a whole system with 

multiple layers, (but to see each layer clearly we have to unwrap carefully).  Next to this is a matrix 

format. While diagrams are good for whole-systems, the same information in matrix format can 

work better for the detail.  The summary matrix here just shows the ‘wider’ and ‘deeper’ 

components of any system / problem, whatever is most relevant, charted against the ‘longer’ 

horizons of co-evolution.  For each of the domain chapters 4-8, there’s a summary matrix in the 

Annex, to be adapted or extended as needed. 

With these methods and tools and templates, the next five chapters show many variations on the 

menu, to explore the Synergistic Pathways from Smart to Wise....  

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
52 A) Note: your author is at heart a simple architect /planner of ideas, and he needs to see things in order to 
understand them. See Ravetz 2011a (CC) and www.urban3.net/visual-thinking.  
B) traditional paper maps are now in a digital transition, where little can be assumed about the future (Ch.7).   
53 Alexander, 1977 

http://www.urban3.net/visual-thinking
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FIGURE 3-6: SYNERGISTIC TOOLKIT 
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Back to the Low Carb City 

The Low-Carb city is one thread which weaves its way through the following chapters, on its co-

evolutionary journey to the future. So here are a few notes about how the Synergistic Toolkit can 

help on this journey.  

The Low-Carb city is about not just one organization, but a community or ‘ecosystem’ of policy, 

markets, innovations, users and so on.  The example of the Greater Manchester Low Carbon Hub 

shows how a small but dedicated group are basically ‘change entrepreneurs’ in a fluid and complex 

governance situation. And there isn’t a true or objective definition of what is the problem or the 

solution, who are the actors, or what are the resources – this is also a kind of ecosystem of thinking.   

It’s clear also that Mode-I, II and III systems are needed side by side, both material systems and 

cognitive systems.  We need a basic energy supply system, and opportunities for enterprise and 

innovation. Crucially we need ways to improve the inter-connections of social, technical, economic, 

environmental and political issues: and this seems to point towards the capacity for learning and  

thinking, where overall the Low-Carb city is about not only carbon but the minds of the people 

involved.  

Overall this chapter is a brief sketch in response to an existential challenge, i.e. how to explore huge, 

complex, inter-connected problems, and how to design societal solutions....  your feedback will be 

invaluable for that. 


